CHUNAUTI CIRCULAR No. 07


In continuation of circular No. F.No.12 (2)/2016/MPS/PV/ 6063 dated 05.08.2016, issued by Patrachar Vidyalaya Branch, All HOS are hereby directed to upload the detail of VISHWAS GROUP students on MIS by 05.09.2016 positively.

The way to submit the detail is as under:
1. Login in student module on MIS (www.edudel.nic.in)
2. Then go to other links
3. Click the icon of Modified Patrachar Scheme 2016-2017.
4. All students studying in Class IX will be visible.
5. Select the students for admission under Modified Patrachar Scheme 2016-2017 from drop down box.
6. Deletion option also available for correction if any.
7. Take the print out of the lists & submit the same along with admission forms (Annexure-A) to the concerned zonal office by 06.09.2016 positively.
8. All the DDE Zones may collect & compile the Annexure-A forms along with list of students and submit the same through DDE District concerned to Patrachar Vidyalaya by 07.09.2016 positively.
9. If any students found other than above for admission under Modified Patrachar Scheme 2016-2017. Please send the information to DDE (PV) through email ID patracharvidyalaya@gmail.com.

This issue with the prior approval of the competent authority.

(DR. SUNITA S. KAUSHIK)
ADDITIONAL DIRECTOR (PV)

All Heads of Govt. Schools under Directorate of Education through DEL-E

F.No.12 (2)/2016/MPS/PV/ Copy to:
1. PS to Secretary (Education)
2. PS to Director (Education)
3. PA to Addl.DE (PV)
4. All RDE/DDE (District/Zone)
5. DDE (Exam)/DDE (School).
6. OS(IT) to upload as the circular on website as Pop-Up
7. Guard file

(DR. YADAIYA MARKA)
DEPUTY DIRECTOR (PV)